
FREE STYLE SESSIONS
G E N E R A L  C O D E  O F  C O N D U C T

1. Must show respect to each other, parents, officials, staff and property and 
equipment

2. Staff reserve the right to ask anyone to leave Icehouse due to misconduct or 
breach of General Code of Conduct without refund

3. Skaters must recognise themselves as figure skaters and own a pair of figure 
skates

4. Barrier Bags are only permitted in Bags Zone

5. Parents/Skaters are not permitted in the No Standing/Sitting Zone

6. Skaters may only enter the rink via the gate marked Skaters’ Entry

7. If not a freestyle member, all sessions must be paid for before taking to the ice

8. There is a limit of 30 skaters per freestyle session

9. Where a skater’s lesson takes place over two freestyles sessions (or more), each 
freestyle session must be paid for

O N  I C E  R U L E S

1. Skaters must give way to anyone

a. Practicing their program to music (fluorescent orange arm band/vest)

b. In a lesson (fluorescent green arm band)

c. On a jump harness

2. Skaters and coaches must not stand idle in the No Standing Zone

a. Skaters must attempt their jump and move on immediately after attempt

b. Coaches are permitted to stand by the barrier in No Standing Zone only when 
observing a jump

3. No offensive or discriminatory language or behaviour will be tolerated

4. No climbing over the barriers to enter/exit the ice

5. Skaters are to get up immediately after a fall unless seriously injured

6. Coaches have first priority to music

7. External coaches are not permitted to instruct here (in person or via Video) unless 
prior consent has been granted by Programs Director. 

8. No headphones are permitted

a. AirPods and wireless headphones are only permitted in one ear and whilst in 
a private lesson with a coach

9. Patch your holes before leaving the ice


